
What is a Paper  
Shoot Camera?
The Paper Shoot camera is a revolutionary product 
that redefines photography with its unique blend 
of eco-friendliness, affordability, and innovative 
design. It is highly regarded for its ability to merge the 
nostalgia of film photography with digital convenience, 
providing an unparalleled user experience. 

In the box
• 18MP Digital Camera
• One Custom Stone Paper Case
• One 32GB SD Card
• One Pack of AAA Rechargeable Batteries

Camera Lens

SD Card Slot

USB Port

Battery Bay

Shutter Button

SIMPLE. SUSTAINABLE. CREATIVE.
CUSTOM BRANDED CAMERAS

Paper Shoot is an incredible digital camera brand 
from Taiwan that made their first stone paper 
camera in 2013. Since launching in North America 
in 2020 Paper Shoot has seen viral global success. 
Our eco-friendly digital cameras are easy to take 
anywhere you go, creating an instant, completely 
customizable marketing tool for your business.

We Are Paper Shoot

Why Choose Paper Shoot
Perfect for gifting to employees 
or clients, these cameras 
capture memories while 
showcasing your brand with 
every click. It’s the ultimate 
experience of creativity and 
brand engagement.

HIGH-QUALITY, SUSTAINABLE MATERIALS

BUILT WITH MODERN TECHNOLOGY

EXPERT CUSTOM DESIGN

UNIQUE AND AFFORDABLE

LEAVES A LASTING IMPRESSION

CUSTOM BRAND EXPERIENCE



We have partnered with many amazing brands and companies worldwide to customize their Paper Shoot 
cameras. There’s a lot of freedom to design cameras to fit your brand, special event, theme, and more. 

We’re more than a pretty case
Customization Options

Our customization options extend beyond the obvious, 
the case. We can curate custom packaging, case 
materials, filters, watermarks, pre-loaded content, 
shutter sounds, music, video and more!

Camera Cases

Design the Front

Design the Back

You also have the flexibility to customize your packaging. We offer 
sustainable cardboard packaging, beautifully engraved wooden boxes, 
and fully printed custom packaging to meet your needs.

Packaging
Our Stone Paper Cases offer the 
most flexibility for printing. We 
also provide upcycled materials 
like wood cork, vegan leather, 
and acrylic.

Case Materials

Filters, Watermarks, and More!
We’ll help you create an unforgettable brand 
experience with filter cards, watermarks, 
unique shutter sounds, pre-loaded 
branded content, and an extensive range of 
accessories. Our cameras have 4 standard 
shooting modes, but we’re ready to tailor 
them to your preferences. Contact us today 
to take your brand to the next level!

Wood Cork Vegan 
Leather

Acrylic

Watermarks
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